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chain, these publics are often guided by highly visible and networked commentators whose personas are heavily 
invested in an ability to hold celebrities and other public figures to account through the performance of the “call 
out” (Flavia Dzodan 2011). This paper will explore this dynamic of accountability in terms of both the ways that 
celebrities are constructed in being positioned as “responsible”, and the way that networked social commentators 
are constructed in acting as the party holding them to account. Examples will be drawn from criticisms of Miley 
Cyrus’ VMA performance, as well as from criticism of NZ singer Lorde’s single Royals. These cases will be 
surveyed in order to examine what kinds of discourses this dynamic will and wont accommodate, and what is 
produced in terms of where power is imagined to be held. 
“Scandal thresholds for sports celebrities as charitable ambassadors”  
 – Sharyn McDonald
Elite athletes can reach a level of notoriety where media and fans are interested in various aspects of their lives 
beyond that of their on-field success or failure. By receiving this level of attention, these sporting celebrities attract 
sponsorships from commercial, fee paying corporates and act as ambassadors for philanthropic, charitable 
organisations. A win-win outcome can be achieved for all actors; in particular, enhanced visibility can benefit all. 
In addition, corporates capitalise on the success and profile of the athlete for commercial gain, the athlete gains 
personal funding and, charitable organisations broaden awareness of their social issue.
This research looks at the ambassador relationship between sport celebrities and charitable organisations. The 
success and high profile of sport celebrities makes them ideal ambassadors for charitable organisations, who in 
return, offer another dimension to an athlete’s brand portfolio. Whilst heightened visibility of an issue is desired, 
the immense stakeholder interest in the life of a successful athlete has a downside if the celebrity transgresses.
Existing literature examines the use of sports celebrities and consumer reactions to celebrity transgressions 
(Wilson et al., 2008; Zhou & Whitla, 2013) and the media portrayal of sports celebrities (Summers & Morgan, 
2008). However, there is limited literature that considers how charitable organisations respond to sport 
personalities attracting negative publicity. Initial findings suggest that while some organisations sever their 
association with a scandal, others seize the opportunity. Linked to crisis management literature, the type of 
scandal, response time and, media used by the accused, are all variables in this analysis.
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Art, Public Spaces and Public Spectacle
Spectacle and Publics – Virginia Murray
Ava Gardner’s famous line about Melbourne being the right place to film a story about the end of the world was 
part of the spectacle created by the print media to capitalise on Gardner’s presence in Australia to film, On the 
Beach in 1959. Gardner’s refusal to appear in public created different responses from the Australian print media 
the most interesting of which was Melbourne’s The Truth. With the help of a fledgling Australian paparazzi The 
Truth used Gardner’s non-appearance to create a fictitious image able to be mediated to create extremes of 
public opinion in order to generate sales. This paper examines The Truth ’s response to Gardner in the context of 
the creation and manipulation of public spectacle.
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